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Abstract 

Social media platforms provide ideal settings for advertisers, especially those targeting young 

demographics who are familiar with cultural Internet trends. Netflix periodically posts advertising videos 

on Facebook, which are framed as providing exclusive information that may be gained only by watching 

the advertisement on Facebook. These videos are supplemental to Netflix’s original content, but these 

brief videos may provide standalone entertainment value. 

Recently, Netflix launched an advertisement video titled as “Netflix Employees React to That 

Scene from Gerald’s Game.” In response to a newly released Netflix Original psychological thriller, this 

video shows employees of Netflix cringe, scream, and laugh at a scene to which the viewer of the video 

has no access. This advertisement entices the viewer through the reactions of the direct observers of the 

abject: the viewers of the film. 

Using Kristeva’s theory of abjection, this paper will analyze the role that abjection plays in this 

advertisement including who is experiencing the abject in this instance, if at all.  
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Introduction 

With the ease of access to the Internet, advertisers can produce and distribute media with an 

unprecedented ease. The pervasiveness of the Internet has allowed a global sharing and distribution of 

media with an immediacy never before seen. Media—in particular, videos—can be shared across 

seemingly endless social media platforms including Facebook and YouTube. In a recent advertisement by 

the subscription-based streaming service, Netflix, subjects experiencing a scene from a Netflix Original 

film are positioned as a primary source of entertainment in the clip. In this video, what are described as 

“Netflix employees” are shown to cringe, laugh, and retch at a scene from a film that is out of view from 

the audience of the advertisement. The film is described simply by the title, Gerald's Game, and the 

advertisement provides no background or introduction to the plot or characters of the film. 

In the instance of this advertisement, Netflix’s marketing inadvertently exploits an innate 

fascination with the abject. With over 1.5 million views on Facebook within a month of posting the 

advertisement, it is no wonder that the video inherently holds an entertainment value with its audience.  

This advertisement created by Netflix falls into a broad category of videos referred to as 

“reaction” videos. Over the past decade, the genre of reaction videos has become increasingly popularized 

on the Internet, especially YouTube, as it is a mainstream video sharing platform. These reaction videos 

activate an innate interest in the viewer that drives further production of the genre, and—in the case of 

this Netflix advertisement—has caused the adaption of these videos into marketing strategies. 

Using Kristeva’s theory on abjection this paper will analyze Netflix’s advertisement, “Netflix 

Employees React to That Scene from Gerald’s Game” in order to demonstrate the effective techniques of 

advertisers. By understanding the techniques that advertisers deploy, one may think more critically about 

the type of media being consumed along with its potential motivations.  
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History of “Reaction” Videos as a Genre 

To begin the research into what can broadly be classified as “reaction” videos, one must first 

address specific research questions: (1) How might one define reaction videos as a genre? (2) Why are 

reaction videos being created? (3) Why is does an audience for reaction videos exist on the Internet? 

To address the first of these problems, one must first acknowledge the fluctuating and flexible 

culture of the Internet. In order to define what is culturally known as a reaction video on the Internet, one 

must source the popular culture for the definition in itself. To do this, a public wiki site dedicated to 

defining and sourcing popular culture of the Internet, Know Your Meme, was used as an initial reference. 

While this website is not of traditional academic merit, it is ideal for sourcing information on popular 

Internet culture as it is edited by the consumers and participants of that culture.  

According to the website’s page “Reaction Videos,” the genre can be broadly defined as 

including any video media in which the primary subject or subjects respond to an outside stimulus.1 The 

videos are often short in duration and sometimes edited for entertainment or shock value. Know Your 

Meme references a video from 1998 that was published on YouTube in 2006 as the primary origin of 

reaction videos.2 The video, titled “Nintendo Sixty-FOOOOOOOOOOUR,” is a brief home video of two 

children receiving a Nintendo 64 gaming system on Christmas morning. The video wastes no time with 

introductions as it dives straight into the reception of the system. The children scream with excessive 

delight over the game as they look at the camera with wide eyes of exhilaration (see fig. 1). 

Between the time of its publishing in March 2006 and 2017, the YouTube video has received 

over 21.5 million views, indicating its massive popularity.3 Undeniably, the video elicits a response in the 

viewer. Whether one can relate to the reception of a sought-after gift, the satisfaction of seeing one’s 

children receive a gift, or simply finds the reaction of the video entertaining as the children are clearly 

“way too excited,”4 the video is undoubtedly entertaining. 

According to Know Your Meme, this video marked the beginning of a trend that slowly built since 

2006. What originally began as videos in which subjects responded to shock, horror, or surprise 

developed to include current categories of pranks, reunions/homecomings, marriage proposals, post-
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anesthesia videos, hearing/vision restorations, and “unboxing” videos.5 Most prevalent are videos in 

which the creator(s) of the video directly responds to other video media such as a movie trailer, television 

show, video game, or another social media video while offering their own commentary. 

In a search to find quantifiable data to support a perceived growth in the reaction video content, 

one may reference the Google Trends feature developed by Google. Google Trends is a public platform 

based on Google Search that allows the public to explore the pervasiveness of specific search terms. 

Users may limit search parameters to specific languages, dates, geography, and types of searches (e.g. 

Web, Image, YouTube). Results are charted on a line graph in which the vertical axis represents how 

often a given term is searched relative to the cumulative global searches (on a scale of 1-100) and the 

horizontal axis represents time. Recent features of Google Trends also allows users to compare search 

terms and view associated search terms. 

Using Google Trends, one can trace the web searching history since 2004. Searching for the term 

“reaction video” yielded a gradual yet steady increase in the rate of searches from 2004 to 2017 (see fig. 

2). Inevitably, one will note several spikes in the graph. Further refining of search results and examination 

of correlating search terms yields interesting results. The first of these spikes occurred in 2006 following 

the annual Country Music Awards. During the live broadcast of the awards show, the nominees for 

female vocalist of the year were announced with live footage in order to film the winner’s reaction. 

Among those nominated were artists Faith Hill and Carrie Underwood. As Underwood was announced 

the winner of the award, the live camera captured Hill’s aghast reaction as her expression changed 

instantaneously from excited pleasure to anger and shock. As Underwood’s name is announced, Hill is 

shown backstage throwing her hands in the air and screaming the word “WHAT?” to the camera. 

Bootleg recordings of Hill’s reaction at the 2006 CMAs flooded the Internet and social media. 

Viewers were eager to glance the moment of surprise and vulnerability exposed when a celebrity was 

caught off-guard. This reaction video—not of excitement, but of extreme disappointment and upset—

nevertheless entertains viewers eager to share in the experience. 
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Further, Google Trends allows users to search terms specifically provided on YouTube. Google 

purchased YouTube in 2006, and Google Trends results are available for the platform as of 2008. When 

searching the term, “reaction,” on Google Trends when the parameters have been limited to YouTube, 

one will note shockingly different results from the web searches of “reaction video.” Rather than a steady 

and gradual increase in occurrence, the term “reaction” on YouTube has proven to sharply increase since 

January 2015 (see fig. 3). This information from Google Trends provides undeniable evidence that a 

collective cultural interest in reaction videos exists worldwide. This interest has only increased with the 

content developed on YouTube and other platforms. 

For example, one may evaluate the REACT Channel on YouTube (see fig. 4). Produced and 

managed by Fine Brothers Entertainment, the company run by Rafi and Benny Fine is best known for its 

“React” video series. As of November 2017, the “REACT” YouTube Channel had over 8.4 million 

subscribers, 1,000 original videos, and 2.3 billion views (across all videos, collectively).6 Each video 

accrues hundreds of thousands, and sometimes millions, of views (see fig. 5). While YouTube offers little 

to disclose potential earnings by large-volume YouTube content creators, an online technology blog 

estimated in February 2017 that the Fine Brothers have a net worth of $10 million from YouTube alone.7 

Another estimate based on YouTube’s advertising algorithm states that The Fine Brothers see an average 

of 2.1 million views per day across their YouTube channels, which yields about $3200 per day, or $1.2 

million a year in revenue before taxes.8 

Although certainly one of the most successful YouTube content producers, Fine Brothers 

Entertainment exemplifies the potential revenue that can result from creating these reaction videos. The 

yearning for YouTube popularity and eventual advertising revenue may explain why reaction videos are 

being produced, but the question remains as to why these reaction videos are being watched. 

In order to address the public’s fascination with reaction videos, one may make the connection to 

a discernable degree of empathy permitted by mirror neurons. A 2005 article in Monitor on Psychology 

by Lea Winerman cites the development of the study of these mirror neurons. Experiments in the 1990s 

by Italian neuroscientists discovered a phenomenon that would later be referred to as mirror neurons. 
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While studying the brain activity of macaque monkeys, the neuroscientists became aware that specific 

activity patterns began to arise when the primates were both given food and observed food being given. 

The study proved that, when an individual monkey experienced a specific stimulus and observed another 

monkey experiencing the same stimulus, similar neurons in the brain were activated.9 

While the evidence of these mirror neurons has been hypothesized and begun to be studied in 

humans, more evidence is necessary to prove the degree that mirror neurons are involved with the 

development of empathy.10 In an interview with Greater Good Magazine, neuroscientist Vilayanur 

Ramachandran addresses the potential about the connection between mirror neurons and empathy: 

So these [mirror] neurons are probably involved in empathy for pain. If I 
really and truly empathize with your pain, I need to experience it myself. 
That’s what the mirror neurons are doing, allowing me to empathize with 
your pain—saying, in effect, that person is experiencing the same agony 
and excruciating pain as you would if somebody were to poke you with a 
needle directly. That’s the basis of all empathy.11 

In other words, mirror neurons do not allow a full realization of empathy, which would necessitate the 

physical experience of pain, itself. However, the activation of these mirror neurons allows for an 

understanding of another’s pain, which is the basis from which empathy may be established. 

While more research is necessary on the efficacy of discussing mirror neurons in the same 

conversation as empathy, particularly when associated with video or Internet media, these mirror neurons 

may provide the basis for understanding why reaction videos have been popularized. When witnessing a 

child receive a Nintendo 64, for example, mirror neurons allow us to partake in that experience, even to a 

limited extent. This may explain the sensation of enjoyment, and therefore entertainment, from watching 

these videos. 

Primary Artifact of Study: Netflix Advertisement Featured on Social Media 

The primary artifact of study that this paper will examine is an advertisement on Netflix for a 

Netflix Original Movie, Gerald’s Game. When viewing Netflix’s Facebook page, one is flooded with 

content—primarily brief videos portrayed as supplemental information to Netflix’s original content. 
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While only available through a paid subscription, Netflix’s original content is advertised through these 

short videos that offer insight into such features as interviews with actors, trailers, music videos, awards 

ceremonies, and video “mashups.” The videos, while designed to be entertaining as standalone content, 

ultimately direct the viewer to subscribe to Netflix’s streaming service in order to access the full content 

by showing an exit sequence with the words “Only on Netflix…” 12 Although the viewer may be aware 

that Netflix’s content is an advertisement, the videos are arguably entertaining by their own merit. 

Upon examining the potential audience of these videos one may address social media. Netflix’s 

Facebook page has over 40 million “likes” and just as many “follows” by Facebook profiles that are 

subscribed to see Netflix’s content appear on their social media news feed. Netflix has published a new 

video on Facebook nearly every calendar day since 2014, and this content has only become more 

frequent with videos often published multiple times per day (see fig. 6).13 

One advertisement is of interest to this analysis as it is deployed as an entertainment video of the 

“react” genre. Titled “Netflix Employees React to That Scene from Gerald’s Game” this clip offers a 

perspective in which the audience of Gerald’s Game becomes the primary subject of the video (see 

fig.7-12). The video jumps between brief shots of reactions between multiple audience members, each 

independently experiencing the scene, as well as flashes of “that scene” that provide very little 

establishing information. The viewer of the advertisement is offered very little information about the plot, 

characters, or setting in Gerald’s Game; one relies heavily on the reactions of the direct viewers in order 

to attempt to grasp the content they are experiencing. 

Without revealing content critical to the narrative of Gerald’s Game, there is still an apparent 

entertainment value in the two-minute video. The viewer of the advertisement watches with intense 

curiosity as the direct viewers of “that scene” stare with wide eyes and mouths agape. Some of them 

munch on handfuls of snacks as they snicker and scoff at the scene. Others shield their eyes from the 

horror only to peek between their fingers seconds later. The viewer of the advertisement can hear the 

screams of the female character in Gerald's Game, but one can only imagine the context and content of 

the scene. The reactions of “the employees” are diverse and extreme; this, combined with the intense 
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curiosity of the viewers of the ad, allows the advertisement to become in itself entertaining. But the 

viewer of the ad craves to know more. Netflix hopes that this craving will result in the purchasing of a 

subscription to their video streaming service. 

Kristeva and the Abject 

Diving deeper into an analysis of the advertisement reveals an appeal to a primal facet of human 

nature. The “employees” in this video are clearly experiencing repulsion; they wince, shriek, laugh and 

cringe, but there is a clear attraction to the scene to which only they are privy. There is a curiosity that is 

unmistakable and can be explained by Julia Kristeva’s notion of the abject. Post-structurally, the term is 

used to describe that which inherently disturbs conventional identity and cultural concepts. Julia Kristeva 

discusses abjection in her 1980 essay, Powers of Horror. She expands ideas of Sigmund Freud and 

Jacques Lacan to discuss psychosexual development, the experience of the abject, and other concepts 

related to feminist criticism. 

According to Kristeva, abjection is something that must be experienced as a part of our 

psychosexual development before entering what Freud and Lacan refer to as the mirror phase. At this 

point, the abject is present prior to an individual’s development of the symbolic order and is apparent in 

the realization of a separate self from the mother.14 According to scholar Dino Felluga, Kristeva’s abject 

“provides a helpful term to contrast to Lacan’s ‘object of desire’ or the ‘objet petit a.’”15 Lacan’s objet 

petit a represents an object of desire that is impossible to achieve, effectively symbolizing a lack and, 

therefore, permitting the symbolic order of meaning.16,17 

Rather than establish the symbolic order, Kristeva’s abject is the result of a collapse in meaning. 

According to Kristeva, “Abjection preserves what existed in the archaism of pre-objectal relationship, in 

the immemorial violence with which a body becomes separated from another body in order to be—

maintaining that night in which the outline of the signified thing vanishes and where only the 

imponderable affect is carried out.”18 In terms of psychosexual development, the abject marks the 

moment when the individual realizes a separation from the mother and when (s)he recognize the 
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distinction between the “me” and the “other;”19 therefore one enters one’s own state of being separate 

from the other/mother.20 

Kristeva’s abject exists outside of one’s development of the symbolic order. In one’s adult life 

(past psychosexual development), the abject is present as a threat of the return to the base animal place. 

Therefore, the abject is linked to Kristeva’s notion jouissance, which refers to extreme pleasure or 

stimulation that is too much to tolerate. Jouissance can be experienced as a simultaneous pain and 

pleasure, described as a joyous suffering; jouissance is ultimately indicated by the breaking of boundaries 

and a connection beyond the self. According to Kristeva, one experiences jouissance as one attempts to 

resolve the subject that has been lost as a result of the abject. Kristeva also associates the aesthetic 

experience of the abject with catharsis as this experience is “an impure process that protects from the 

abject only by dint of being immersed in it.”21 When experiencing the abject, one is simultaneously drawn 

to and repelled by it. One may experience fear, nausea, and adrenaline as evidence of its presence. 

According to Kristeva, these are feelings that are recalled from prior to the separation from the mother as 

the abject represents the threat that meaning is breaking down back into that time prior to the symbolic 

order. One’s reaction to the abject is one’s reaction to this breakdown. 

Ultimately, it is the corpse which is the most abject image for Kristeva. Rather than signify death 

as in her example of the encephalograph, the corpse demonstrations death in a very literal and violent 

manner: 

These body fluids, this defilement, this shit are what life withstands, hardly 
and with difficulty, on the part of death. There, I am at the border of my 
condition as a living being, My body extricates itself, as being alive, from 
that border. Such wastes drop so that I might live, until, from loss to loss, 
nothing remains in me and my entire body falls before the limit—cadere, 
cadaver. If dung signifies the other side of the border, the place where I 
am not and which permits me to be, the corpse, the most sickening of 
wastes, is a border that has encroached upon everything. It is no longer I 
who expel, “I” is expelled.22 

The presence of the abject represents the entire loss of order as an individual experience. Kristeva 

concludes, “It is thus not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs identity, 

system, order.”23 In summary, according to Kristeva, the abject refers to the human reaction to a 
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threatened breakdown in meaning caused by the loss of distinction between the subject and object 

(between self and other). 

In the context of “that scene” from Netflix’s Gerald’s Game, the direct viewers of the scene 

experience the abject. The fictional character in Gerald’s Game experiences a distress so extreme that the 

viewer of the advertisement infers she inflicts some degree of self-mutilation. As the viewer of Netflix’s 

advertisement, the audience does not experience the abject, but the audience’s intrigue is derived from an 

innate urge—perhaps an inclination toward jouissance—to experience the abject directly. In an instance 

of morbid curiosity, the viewers of the advertisement desire to share in the experience of the abject 

alongside the direct viewers of “that scene.” In doing so, Netflix is achieving a tactical victory; by 

deploying an advertisement thinly veiled as an entertainment feature, Netflix entices the viewer with a 

relatable audience who are actually experiencing the abject. Between October 17, 2017, and November 

17, 2017, the video has accumulated over 1.5 million views, 5,000 comments, and 3000 shares to other 

personal and private Facebook profiles. This video clearly appeals to a massive audience. One’s own 

desire to participate in the experience and ultimately watch the film (after purchasing a subscription to 

Netflix) results in the success of this advertisement. 

Conclusion 

While Netflix’s own reaction video builds on the library of the reaction video genre across the 

Internet, it offers a unique experience of Kristeva’s abject. Rather than deploying abject material as the 

primary subject of the video—and, in turn, causing the viewer of the video to experience the abject—

Netflix’s subjects (the “employees”) are the direct observers of the abject scene from Gerald’s Game. 

Rather than experiencing the abject directly, we—the viewer of the viewer—observe the response to the 

abject. In doing so, Netflix challenges us to experience the abject ourselves, arousing in us a morbid 

curiosity. 

After examining the history of reaction videos as a genre and detailing why they are being both 

produced and viewed, one question remains: Why is the type of analysis outlined in this paper of value? 

For decades, the Internet has become a frontier by which social interactions can shape and integrate into a 
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global culture. Media is being produced and consumed on an ever-increasing scale. Although a judgment 

value is not being passed on this mass production/consumption of media, its presence is undeniable. As 

consumers, it is becoming increasingly important to critically assess the techniques that media is 

deploying. As users, one must understand how to read what one sees; one must become aware to when 

advertisers and content developers are attempting a form of manipulation so that one can think critically 

about what one is experiencing. This heightened awareness, and subsequent analysis, is extremely 

important to the consumer in this increasingly visual world.  
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Appendix 

Figure 1: A still from YouTube video, “Nintendo Sixty-FOOOOOOOOOOUR” at 0:12 that shows the 
video has received over 21 million views. 24 

 

Figure 2: Searching “reaction video” in Google Trends reveals a gradual increase in popularity of the 
search term with several spikes in 2006, 2007, and 2013.25 
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Figure 3: Searching “reaction” on Google Trends while narrowing the search parameters to access 
YouTube reveals a sharp increase since 2015.26 

Figure 4: Fine Brothers Entertainment’s YouTube Channel, REACT, has over 8.4 million subscribers and 
2 billion views.27 
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Figure 5: The REACT YouTube channel new content on a regular schedule. Each video accrues 
hundreds of thousands of views, with several accruing over one million views.28 

Figure 6: Netflix regularly shares content supplemental to its original content on Facebook and 
other social media platforms.29 
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Figure 7: Video still from “Netflix Employees React to That Scene from Gerald’s Game.” 30 

Figure 8: Video still from “Netflix Employees React to That Scene from Gerald’s Game.” 31 

Figure 9: Video still from “Netflix Employees React to That Scene from Gerald’s Game.” 32 
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Figure 10: Video still from “Netflix Employees React to That Scene from Gerald’s Game.”33 

Figure 11: Video still from “Netflix Employees React to That Scene from Gerald’s Game.”34 

Figure 12: Video still from “Netflix Employees React to That Scene from Gerald’s Game.”35 
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Kristeva’s theory of 
abjection applied to a 
Netflix “reaction video”



What are reaction videos?

Why is this content being 
created?

Why is there an audience 
for these “reaction videos?



Link to Nintendo Sixty-FOOOOOOOOOOUR at YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFlcqWQVVuU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFlcqWQVVuU


“Google Trends.” Google Trends. Accessed November 18, 2017. https://trends.google.com/trends/.

https://trends.google.com/trends/


“Reaction Video.” Google Trends. Accessed November 18, 2017. https://trends.google.com/trends/explore.

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore


“Faith Hill CMA”
“Miley Cyrus VMA”

“Reaction Video.” Google Trends. Accessed November 18, 2017. https://trends.google.com/trends/explore.

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore


Link to Faith Hill video at YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fa71uKbau1o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fa71uKbau1o


Jan. 2015

“Reaction.” Google Trends. Accessed November 18, 2017. https://trends.google.com/trends/explore.

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore


“REACT.” YouTube. Accessed November 18, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/user/React/featured.

https://www.youtube.com/user/React/featured


We can explain why 
reaction videos are made, 

but why do we watch 
them?







“So these [mirror] neurons are probably 
involved in empathy for pain. If I really and 
truly empathize with your pain, I need to 
experience it myself. That’s what the mirror 
neurons are doing, allowing me to empathize 
with your pain—saying, in effect, that person 
is experiencing the same agony and 
excruciating pain as you would if somebody 
were to poke you with a needle directly. That’s 
the basis of all empathy.”

- Vilayanur Ramachandran



Link to Nintendo Sixty-FOOOOOOOOOOUR at YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFlcqWQVVuU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFlcqWQVVuU


“Netflix: All Videos.” Facebook. Accessed November 17, 2017. https://www.facebook.com/pg/netflixus/videos/?ref=page_internal.

https://www.facebook.com/pg/netflixus/videos/?ref=page_internal


Link to “Netflix Employees React to that Scene from Gerald’s Game” 
video at YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMcjbYwcUrM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMcjbYwcUrM




“By way of abjection, primitive 
societies have marked out a 
precise area of their culture in order 
to remove it from the threatening 
world of animals or animalism, 
which were imagined as 
representatives of sex and murder.”

- Julia Kristeva



Why is this important?
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